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keepers gave a united shout of angry protest, and the accusation
that girl children could be bought from their parents in London
and sold to rich men for seduction was stoutly denied by an offended
and injured publio—until Stead proved it by facts which were
conclusive. And then there was a savage cry of resentment against
the man who had exposed the loathsome traffic. Everybody was
moved to wrath on one side or the other, and the 'music halls/
ever ready to collect malodorous profits, inflamed the tempers of
their patrons with patriotic guff, accompanied with as much
lubricity as could safely be introduced into rhyme and gesture.
Stead was the creator in England of the new journalism, but
he was not a profit-hungry sensationalist. He had written the
articles at the request of men and women of national repute, in
order to secure a much desired reform in the law. In the year
1884 Lord Shaftesbury had succeeded in getting through the
House of Lords a Bill increasing the age of consent, which was
then thirteen. When it reached the House of Commons the
Bill was 'talked out, counted out, and finally destroyed,' and the
same fate awaited the similar Bill of the following year. Mrs.
Josephine Butler and Mr. Benjamin Scott, the City Remem-
brancer, who was also the chairman of the London Committee
for the Prevention of Traffic in English Girls, appealed to Stead
for help. He was informed by a friend in the Government that
there was 'not the slightest chance* of the Government agreeing
to take the matter up, whereupon he determined to compel them
to do so. He was further informed by the Criminal Investigation
Department at Scotland Yard, that female children of thirteen
years of age were frequently purchased for seduction. 'Do you
mean to tell me,* said Stead, 'that in very truth actual violation in
the legal sense of the word is constantly being perpetrated in
London, on unwilling virgins, purveyed and procured to rich men
at so much a head by brothel-keepers?* 'Certainly/ replied the
chief of the department, 'there is not a doubt of it.* 'Why/
exclaimed Stead, 'the very thought is enough to raise hell/ 'It is
true/ said the officer, 'and although it ought to raise hell, it does
not even rouse the neighbours/ x Thereupon Stead set himself to
arouse the nation. 'Be the results what they may/ he wrote, *no
nobler work could a man ever be privileged to take. Even a
humble part in it is enough to make one grateful for the privilege
of life/
1W. T. Stead, Tfo Utiden Tribute.

